If finding information in the workplace is a manual hunt-and-peck exercise, you need to find a better way. When you connect people and information seamlessly, you transform productivity. With cognitive search at the core of your portals and intranets, you have the power to engage a modern workforce.

Knowledge Management

What if you could unify all the information silos in your organization? With the Attivio Platform to drive cognitive search and insight for your knowledge management initiatives, you:

- **Find answers**, through a deep understanding of both the enterprise information landscape and of what employees are looking for.
- **Connect people**, by inferring skills and expertise through the digital footprint subject matter experts create with publications, email, collaboration tools, and other sources.
- **Recommend content**, by harnessing context and user behavior to proactively alert knowledge workers with critical new information and recommendations.

Cognitive search enables organizations to quickly launch or expand a Knowledge Management initiative and demonstrate immediate ROI by enhancing information worker productivity through the unification of data and information across silos.

Intranet Search

If your intranet search delivered the best information every time, would you have a more efficient workforce? With the Attivio Platform to drive cognitive search and insight for your intranet search, you:
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• Increase employee engagement, by delivering the information and digital experience your employees need.
• Create a digital community, by automatically creating connections between people and their skills and expertise.
• Empower workers with new insights, by pulling together all enterprise data and content in a manner that is seamless, insightful, and extremely useful to employees.

By putting cognitive search at the core of your intranet, your users get faster search, highly relevant results, and answers when they need them most.

Research Portal

What if your portal delivered smart search and proactive insights? With the Attivio Platform to drive cognitive search and insight for your research portal, you:

• Unify silos, by automatically discovering and organizing your information assets.
• Find answers, by creating a search experience that’s as easy as Google, or Siri, or Alexa.
• Get insights, by delivering highly relevant, personalized answers and proactive recommendations.

By putting cognitive search at the core of your research portal, your users get a superior experience.

Site Search

What if you could personalize the user experience with the most relevant information on your site? With the Attivio Platform to drive cognitive search and insight for your site search, you:

• Personalize the experience, by combining behavioral and demographic data points to optimize the journey.
• Deliver relevant information, with a deep understanding of both the user and the site.
• Improve visitor engagement, by making information easier to find.

By putting cognitive search at the core of your site search, you create intent-driven visitor engagement.